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Abstract. The pervasiveness of mobile devices, such as Android and
iOS smartphones, and the type of data available and stored on these
devices make them an attractive target for cyber-attackers. For exam-
ple, mobile malware authors seek to compromise devices to collect sen-
sitive information and data from the smartphones. To mitigate such a
threat, a number of online scanning platforms exist to evaluate existing
anti-malware applications. However, existing platforms have a number
of limitations, such as configuration inflexibility. Also, in practice, the
code protection and different structures complicate efforts to effectively
evaluate different commercial anti-malware software in a configurable
and unified platform. Hence in this work, we design CAVAEva, an engi-
neering platform for commercial anti-malware application evaluation, in
which users/researchers have the capability to configure the platform
based on their needs and requirements. In particular, we show how to
design such a platform and introduce its performance. Specifically, we
present a comparative summary of seven commercial anti-malware soft-
ware, and collect the feedback from a user study. Experimental results
demonstrate the potential utility of our platform in evaluating commer-
cial anti-malware software in a real-world smartphone deployment.

Keywords: Mobile device · Smartphone security · Malware
detection · Evaluation platform · Anti-malware software

1 Introduction

Smartphones, such as iPhone 11 and Galaxy S10+, are becoming more computa-
tionally capable (including storage capacities), and the amount and range of data
stored on or accessible from such devices are also increasing, such as personal
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and sensitive information [1,11]. Hence, it is not surprising that these devices
have become an attractive target for cyber-attackers, ranging from script kiddies
to state-sponsored actors (e.g., advanced persistent threat (APT) actors). Mal-
ware remains one of the key threats to mobile device security, which can collect
and infer sensitive information and data from smartphones [45,47], as evidenced
by studies from commercial security organizations such as Mcafee [27] and the
research community [13,40,42,56].

Anti-virus (AV; also known as anti-malware) applications are a commonly
used tool to detect malware. Such applications can use signatures and/or behav-
ioral characteristics to identify and detect malicious applications (or malware).
However, these AV engines may be targeted by cyber-attackers as well. For
instance, Min and Varadharajan [38] presented an advanced AV parasitic mal-
ware, AV-Parmware, which is designed to attack protected components of AV
software by exploiting their security weaknesses (similar to how systems can
be compromised). They also identified weaknesses in AV software from four
major vendors that can be exploited. In addition, in recent years there have
been many attempts to design adversarial machine learning approaches to cir-
cumvent detection by AV applications [8]. This, therefore, necessitates the eval-
uation and benchmarking of different AV software, in terms of their effectiveness
and efficiency (e.g., performance vs. cost) against malware.

There are a number of online scanning platforms that users can upload sus-
picious files for examination and obtain a report from several participating AV
engines. However, such a platform is generally not configurable and sufficiently
flexible. For example, it is challenging for a user to add their own AV engines, or
a particular engine version. In addition, users often want to know the workload
of different AV engines on their smartphones in order to select an appropriate
AV application, which is not available from existing online platforms. In the
current market, various AV engines are available1, but there is no valid platform
for users/researchers to evaluate different AV applications based on their own
requirements. This is the gap we seek to address in this paper. The contributions
in this work can be summarized as below:

– In this paper, we design an engineering platform for commercial AV applica-
tion evaluation (hereafter referred to as CAVAEva). The platform allows users
to configure the platform, for example by adding or removing AV software of
interest, and to examine suspicious file(s) on a real smartphone environment.
We also remark that we are not seeking to replace existing online tools, rather
we are seeking to complement existing approaches.

– In addition, the code protection and different structures used by AV engines
complicate efforts in implementing and automating the evaluation. Therefore,
we present an approach to customize and deploy CAVAEva on a smartphone
and a computer. In the evaluation, we evaluate seven commercial AV applica-
tions in terms of their classification performance and the incurred CPU usage
on the smartphones.

1 https://www.digitalcitizen.life/how-choose-great-security-product-thats-right-you.

https://www.digitalcitizen.life/how-choose-great-security-product-thats-right-you
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– We further perform a user study with over 100 participants from academia
and industry to collect their feedback regarding the utility of our platform.
They can tune our platform according to their requirements and evaluate
different AV applications. It is found that most participants considered our
platform to be very useful in practice.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 briefly
reviews the relevant literature on smartphone threats and relevant studies on
anti-malware comparison. Section 3 presents our proposed CAVAEva and its
implementation. In Sect. 4, we describe an evaluation via a case study by com-
paring seven well-known commercial anti-virus software, and introduce a user
study with over 100 participants. We also discuss some some learnt experience
and challenges. Finally, we conclude this paper in Sect. 5.

2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we first introduce the background on smartphone threats, and
then review existing studies on anti-malware comparison.

2.1 Background on Smartphone Threats

There is a wide range of threats to smartphones, such as malware, side channel
attacks and physical channel attacks.

Malware. Lin et al. [20] revealed that the Android Debug Bridge (ADB) capa-
bility could be utilized by applications (apps) with the INTERNET permis-
sion installed on the same device, and built Screenmilker to demonstrate how
such a feature can be exploited. Specifically, Screenmilker is designed to monitor
the user’s screen and sniff user’s key-in password in real-time. When study-
ing Android’s updating mechanism, Xing et al. [54] identified the Pileup flaws,
through which a malicious app could strategically declare a set of privileges and
attributes on a lower version operating system, and wait until it is able to escalate
its privileges on the new system. Consequently, a malicious app can acquire a set
of newly added system and signature permissions, as well as determining their
settings. Andriesse and Bos [2] introduced a code hiding approach for trigger-
based malware, which can conceal malicious code inside seemingly innocuous
code fragments. Min and Varadharajan [38] introduced an AV parasitic malware,
AV-Parmware, designed to attack protected components of anti-virus software
by exploiting their weaknesses. We refer the interested reader to [13,42,56] for
a summary of existing malware research.

Accelerometer Side Channel Attacks. Side channel is often utilized by mal-
ware to steal information on mobile devices. For example, Cai and Chen [7] pre-
sented a side channel attack targeting touchscreen smartphones with only soft
keyboards. Specifically, they demonstrated that when users clicked on the soft
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keyboard, especially when he/she holds the phone by hand rather than placing
it on a fixed surface, the phone vibration on touchscreens are highly correlated
to the keys being typed. They conducted a study and showed that they were
able to infer correctly more than 70% of the keys typed on a number-only soft
keyboard on a smartphone. Marquardt et al. [23] also demonstrated that an app
with access to accelerometer readings on a smartphone could use side channel
attacks to recover text entered on a nearby keyboard. They showed that by
characterizing consecutive pairs of keypress events, up to 80% of typed content
can be recovered. Do et al. [11] demonstrated how one can design an innocu-
ous app to exfiltrate data from a smartphone (or any computing device) via
sound frequency in the 20–22 kHz. Such an attack does not require the mobile
app to request access to any permission, and uses only the built-in speaker or a
connected ear phone.

Owusu et al. [41] demonstrated how accelerometer readings can be used to
extract entire sequences of entered text on a smartphone. They showed how a
background application can use the accelerometer to spy on keystroke informa-
tion during sensitive activities, such as account login. In their study, the authors
reportedly found 59 out of 99 passwords using only accelerometer measurements
logged during text entry. Miluzzo et al. [39] presented TapPrints, a framework
for inferring the location of taps on touchscreens using motion sensor data. Their
approach reportedly accuracy rates of between 80% and 90% for English letters.
A summary of other earlier works can be found in [4,15,18,21,46,51,57].

Physical Side Channel Attacks. These attacks are mainly based on physical
objects, such as oil residues left on the touchscreen or the screen reflection from
nearby objects. Aviv et al. [5] first explored the feasibility of smudge attacks
on touchscreens with different lighting angles and light sources. They indicated
that the pattern could be partially identifiable in 92% and fully in 68% of the
tested lighting and camera setups. For the screen reflection, Raguram et al. [43]
showed that automated reconstruction of text typed on a mobile device’s virtual
keyboard is viable, by observing the reflections (e.g. reflection of the phone on
the user’s lens).

Lau et al. [22] designed an early charging attack, Mactans, where the mali-
cious charger (BeagleBoard) was used to inject malware onto smartphones when
they were plugged into the malicious charger. However, their attacks require users
to unlock the phone screen and install developer license in advance. Spolaor et
al. [48] also described how an adversary could leverage a malicious charging sta-
tion to exfiltrate smartphone data via a USB charging cable. Specifically, they
designed PowerSnitch, an application designed to send data in the form of power
bursts by manipulating the power consumption of the device’s CPU. One limi-
tation of this attack is that users have to pre-install a small app on their phones.
Meng et al. [32,33] developed JFC attacks, which can record screen information
during the whole charging period. Such an approach does not require any request
for permission or phone unlock action, and cannot be detected by existing anti-
AV applications. To launching this attack, an additional hardware of VGA/USB
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interface is needed, which can be easily purchased online. Therefore, charging
attacks are a real risk for smartphone users [34,35].

2.2 Related Work

To mitigate the above threats, it is necessary and important to deploy appro-
priate security mechanisms on smartphones. Anti-malware applications are one
of the most commonly used methods in both academia and industry. To iden-
tify malware, a number of machine learning approaches, such as those reported
in [6,10,19,37], have been proposed. Such approaches generally require some
known instances to be used as training data. With the evolution of evading tech-
niques, there is an increasing need to evaluate the performance and robustness
of existing commercial AV engines. In current market, there are various com-
mercial AV applications, while few studies focus on evaluating the performance
among different AV engines.

Garuba et al. [14] conducted a comparative analysis of three methods in
defeating malware on client computers such as anti-malware software, patch
management, and host-based firewalls. Their work aims to guide organizations
with limited security budgets and resources to find a proper defensive solution.
Morales et al. [26] then focused on commercial anti-malware programs and intro-
duces a measurement to evaluate the effectiveness. They found that several anti-
malware programs may leave infected objects unresolved by producing numer-
ous incorrectly treated or untreated true positives and false negatives. Talal et
al. [50] studied the functionalities and services of several anti-malware applica-
tions in terms of the design mechanisms, features and strategies. There are also
some studies investigated the security of detection engines against some par-
ticular attacks such as transformation attacks [44], Bytecode Obfuscation [12],
anti-virus assisted attacks [53], etc.

There are also a number of online scanning platforms that can help com-
pare the detection performance among commercial AV engines. However, these
platforms are not configurable and flexible. For instance, users cannot add their
interested commercial engines, and the practical running performance on their
mobile devices is not available. This motivates our work in designing a more
configurable and flexible platform to evaluate the performance among different
commercial AV engines. In addition to AV software, there is a need to imple-
ment other solutions such as applying continuous authentication on smartphones
based on behavioral biometrics [28,31] and examining CPU usage [17,36].

3 Proposed CAVAEva and Implementation

In this section, we first introduce how our proposed CAVAEva platform works,
prior to explaining how it can be implemented.
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Fig. 1. Proposed CAVAEva platform: a simplified workflow.

3.1 Platform Design

There are many machine learning-based malware detection algorithms proposed
in the literature (e.g. [9]), and this number is increasing. However, due to the
node protection and different structures, it is challenging to compare and bench-
mark the performance of different AV engines on a particular smartphone. As
discussed earlier, existing online tools such as VirusTotal [52] do not generally
provide the configuration flexibility for users or researchers. Our proposed plat-
form, commercial anti-virus application evaluation (CAVAEva), is designed to
enable users, researchers and practitioners to configure the environment (e.g.
adding and removing AV engines of interest, and choosing how to output the
decisions and results, such as using visualization), and facilitate evaluation on
an actual smartphone.

Figure 1 presents a simplified typical CAVAEva workflow, comprising inter-
actions among a smartphone, a computer and users (also described below).
Specifically, users can use a computer to send relevant commands to the con-
nected smartphone, for example for configuration (e.g. installing or removing AV
engines). To ensure a realistic environment for AV engines, the connected smart-
phone upon receiving the commands from the computer can configure the smart-
phone’s environment, which can be used for malware detection (e.g., recording
of detection performance, and CPU usage caused by the installed AV engines).
Moreover, users can also install other detection approaches on the phone, such as
deployment of machine learning-based detection with classification models and
a knowledge database.

3.2 Platform Implementation

In comparison to other, existing detection approaches, it is more difficult to com-
pare different AV applications. For example, AV vendors often employ some tech-
niques to protect the code of their software and therefore, different AV engines
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Fig. 2. An example of how APK files and malware are stored on the smartphone.

Fig. 3. Examples of where AV engines store their scanning results.

often have unique structure. Therefore, in this part, we introduce an engineering
way of implementing CAVAEva in a real-world scenario.

Environmental Setup: To realize the platform implementation, we used a Linux
machine (with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-5300U CPU 2.3 GHz, 16G RAM) and a
Samsung Galaxy S6 smartphone, and adopted Java and Python as the program-
ming language. This allows us to use various libraries provided by Python, such
as matplotlib [24] and sqlite3 [49].

Preparation: After the environmental configuration, the first step is to create
a folder with the same name on both the computer and the smartphone (e.g.,
to store AV apps and malware samples). In our platform, we choose to move
all APK files and malware to /sdcard/Download/ on the smartphone. Figure 2
presents an example of how APK files and malware are stored on the smartphone.
To automate the evaluation, the folder contains a subfolder of malware and
various APK files for AV engines. Users can now add new AV APK files here, or
remove those that are not of interest.

Then, it is very important to identify the location where one AV engine
stores their scanning result. Figure 3 shows location examples on where these
AV applications would store their scanning output, i.e., Lookout uses seclog.txt
to store the result. Due to the different structures of AV engines, it is a challenge
to identify such location automatically.

Detection Phase: Then, we develop a script to start installing AV engines on
the smartphone, and check whether there is any installation problem. Figure 4
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Fig. 4. An example script to start installing AV applications.

Fig. 5. Saving the scanning result in a database (test.db): an example.

describes our script for installing AV engines, and before the installation, our
script will clean and uninstall existing AV engines on the smartphones. We
remark that the MonkeyRunner [25] app can be used to complete the process
of installation for any AV engine that requires assistance from user input. This
app will press the screen button to continue the process and sign up for a tem-
perately account that is obtained in advance. Then, our script starts installing
malware on the phone to evaluate the performance of different AV engines, and
then remove the installed malware before the installation of the next one. This
loop will end until all malware have been tested. The results (e.g., execution
information like CPU usage and detection performance) can then be forwarded
to the computer.

Findings: In this phase, the main purpose is to output the scanning result in
an expected format for each AV engine (using table and graphic visualization).
In the example shown in Fig. 5, when all suspicious files have been successfully
scanned, the result is saved in a database (test.db) using sqlite3. When the result
is out, users can configure the environment to compare the performance among
different AV applications, in terms of their workload and detection rate. As each
AV engine may use a different way to store the scanning result, our platform
provides a consistent way to help users perform a comparative benchmark.
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Fig. 6. Classification accuracy and CPU usage.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we present a case study by evaluating seven anti-virus appli-
cations on CAVAEva, collect the feedback from over 100 participants in both
academia and industry, and discuss some learnt experience and challenges.

4.1 Case Study

In the case study, we present our findings based on our evaluation of the follow-
ing seven AV applications (all are free version in 2018): Avast, AVG, Lookout,
Eset, Dr.Web, Kaspersky, and Avira. In our evaluation, we compiled our dataset
comprising 11,232 Android apps by crawling app stores, such as Google Play
(78%) and Anzhi (20%), as well as those obtained via direct download (e.g.,
DREBIN [3] - 2%).

Then, these apps were used to test our CAVAEva platform (comprising the
Linux machine and Samsung Galaxy S6), and evaluate the performance of the
seven AV applications. Figure 6 shows the classification accuracy and the CPU
usage, where classification accuracy here indicates the capability of identifying
both benign and malicious applications. It was observed that all seven AV engines
achieved over 97% classification accuracy, with Lookout achieving 99.8% classi-
fication accuracy. In terms of CPU usage, all seven AV engines required at least
32% additional usage due to the scanning operations and interactions, among
which Kaspersky needed more CPU usage while Avira required less usage than
others.
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Table 1. Participants’ background in the user study.

Age range Male Female Occupation Male Female

18–35 31 32 Students from computer science 17 14

35–45 22 15 Researchers 21 24

41–50 4 2 Industry engineers 19 11

Table 2. Major questions and relevant scores collected from the user study.

Questions (CS students) Average score

1. The platform is more flexible and configurable 8.8

2. I think the platform is useful in practice 9.1

3. I may consider using this platform in my future work 8.5

Questions (Researchers) Average score

1. The platform is more flexible and configurable 8.3

2. I think the platform is useful in practice 8.5

3. I may consider using this platform in my future work 8.2

Questions (Industry engineers) Average score

1. The platform is more flexible and configurable 8.9

2. I think the platform is useful in practice 8.7

3. I may consider using this platform in my future work 9.1

4.2 User Study

To collect the feedback on the utility of our platform, we perform a user study
with over 100 participants by distributing our platform to both researchers and
industry engineers. The participants’ background is summarized in Table 1. All
participants have an interest on our work and were recruited via online platforms
and social recommendations. In particular, the students are from the computer
science major including both master and PhD students. Researchers including
postdoc fellows and faculty members. The industry engineers are from several
IT companies.

Before the start, we introduced our purpose to all participants. They could
use the platform for a week and then completed a feedback form, which contains
a set of questions regarding the platform performance and usage. Each question
employs ten-point Likert scales: namely, 1-score indicates strong disagreement
and 10-score indicates strong agreement. Table 2 shows the questions and the
collected feedback.

– The first question. For this question, we asked the participants to consider
several existing online detection platforms, as compared with our platform.
It is found that most participants supported our platform to be more flexible
and configurable. Specifically, industry engineers provided the highest score,
indicating the promising performance.
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Fig. 7. An example on how to use MonkeyRunner to activate Lookout after the instal-
lation.

– The second question. This question aims to investigate the participants’ atti-
tude towards the usage of our platform. It is visible that all scores from dif-
ferent groups are above 8.5, indicating the importance of our platform. In our
informal interview, many participants consider that our platform can com-
plement the existing online detection tools and help enhance the commercial
anti-malware applications.

– The third question. According to this question, we found that most partic-
ipants are willing to use our platform in their future work. In particular,
researchers provided the lowest score of 8.2 while industry engineers provided
the highest one of 9.1. In our informal interview, it is found that researchers
focused more on how to extend our platform according to their demands,
and then design a new/updated one. By contrast, industry engineers focused
more on how to apply this platform to their work directly. This is the main
reason for explaining their different scores.

Overall, the collected feedback and scores are positive, demonstrating that
our platform has a potential to be applied in practice, with many demanding
features like flexibility and extensibility.

4.3 Discussion

In this work, our main purpose is to design a configurable and flexible platform
for automatic commercial anti-virus application evaluation. Our platform is still
developed at an early stage, and can be enhanced in many aspects. In this part,
we discuss some learnt experience and challenges. A summary of our findings is
presented as below:

– File size. In the evaluation, we found that free online services may have a
size limit for the uploaded apps, ranging from 32 Megabyte to 64 Megabyte.
Our observation echoed that of [16]. In comparison, there is no such limit
for our platform, as CAVAEva will install and evaluate one app on an actual
smartphone.
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Fig. 8. The figure shows how to output the scanning results in a table.

– Screen activation. To automate the evaluation process, some AV engines
require uses to click a ‘Next’ button to activate the next step. In this work,
we employed MonkeyRunner to mitigate this limitation – see Fig. 7. Other
approaches can also be used to automate the evaluation process.

– AV engine selection. In our platform, users can freely deploy their AV software
of choice, and this flexibility is not commonly found in other tools/platforms.

– Output format. In this platform, the scanning results can be displayed in
a variety of formats, such as tables and charts – see Fig. 8. Users can also
customize the display formats, such as using visualization.

As our platform is only a proof-of-concept, the platform can be enhanced in
a number of aspects. Examples include the following:

– Output speed. As compared to existing online scanning tools, our platform
may require more time to complete the examination and producing the result.
This is because CAVAEva has to install each AV engine and test all files or
apps on an actual smartphone. Hence, performance optimization is one of our
future agenda.

– Malware label and lack of a standard naming convention. Hurier et al. [16]
reported that current online scanning services lack consensus, in the sense that
binary decisions from different AV engines may produce conflicting results on
the same samples. In addition, they also noted that malware labels are very
challenging to compare due to the lack of a naming convention for malware
samples. Hence, both limitations should also be studied in the future.

– Smartphone support. Our current platform supports most Samsung phones,
and users can select their smartphone model. For other smartphones (i.e.,
different makes, such as iPhones), there is a need to configure the platform.
In the future, we plan to extend the platform to be compatible with other
smartphones.

– Online scanning tool comparison support. In this work, we only focused on
designing a flexible and automated platform to facilitate evaluation of com-
mercial AV applications. In the future, we intend to extend the platform to
also include existing online scanning tools.
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– Full automation. One main purpose of our platform is to automate the eval-
uation process of different AV engines, whereas each AV engine may have
different design structures, making the task difficult. To achieve our purpose,
we implemented various tools and scripts on CAVAEva. In our future work,
we plan to test the platform performance in a systematic manner.

Overall, how to develop a unified and flexible platform for commercial anti-
virus application evaluation is a challenge, i.e., there is a need to solve many
technical issues. Our platform is one step for addressing such challenge, with the
purpose of complementing the current literature.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Detecting malware on existing computing devices, such as smartphones, is cru-
cial and remains a challenging topic. While there are many online scanning tools
and AV applications, there is no user friendly manner to evaluate and bench-
mark such tools and applications. In addition, many of these online scanning
tools have limitations such as file-size restriction. Thus, there is a need to design
a configurable and unified platform for evaluating different AV engines.

In this work, we designed CAVAEva, an engineering platform for commercial
AV software evaluation. The platform allows users, researchers and practitioners
to configure the platform based on their own needs, and the evaluation process is
automated. To investigate the utility of our platform, we performed a case study
by comparing seven well-known commercial anti-virus applications regarding
detection performance and CPU usage, and held a user study with over 100
participants from both academia and industry to collect their feedback. Our
results demonstrate that our platform can provide many demanding features, i.e.,
showing the caused CPU usage on a real smartphone, and is useful in practice.
Our work attempts to complement existing research on malware detection and
stimulate more research on such challenge.
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